
Ever since antiquity, teahouses, traditional theatres, public markets, elegant gardens, and other 
indoor or outdoor spaces in China have set the stage for regional storytelling and storysinging 
(shuochang). Local storytelling traditions that are still alive in China in oral transmission are 
traceable to the sixteenth century. More important, the tradition-bearers of Chinese storytell-
ing/singing are still among us, and we may listen to their living performances even today. 

The spectrum ranges from truly sophisticated art forms such as Suzhou storysinging (Suzhou 
tanci), Yangzhou storytelling (Yangzhou pinghua) and southern love balladry (Nanguan) to all 
kinds of lesser known forms: rural or urban, professional or amateur, with or without music, 
rough or refined. Some genres are sung throughout, many alternate between singing and speech, 
or rely on speech altogether. 
The concept of shuochang – shuo ‘tell’, chang ‘sing’ – is broad in the sense that it includes profes-
sional, semi-professional and non-professional forms of verbal art, and embraces full-fledged 
artistic performance traditions along with ballad-singing, folksongs, nursery rhymes, jingles and 
ditties of all kinds. It encompasses artists who primarily offer public entertainment as well as 
ritual and religious specialists whose narrative performances cater to very specific needs.
In opposition to the wide range of the term shuochang, the notion quyi points to those genres of 
shuochang that are performed by professional artists for a public audience. In general the quyi 
genres require professional training, and most of these genres have a long history as professions 
of livelihood.

Language is a major dividing criterion: the oral arts are intimately bound to the local dialects of 
the regions where they prevail. Many Chinese performance genres combine prose narrative with 
recitation or singing of poetry. However, only some of the Chinese oral performance genres of 
shuochang are truly prosimetric in the sense of having a balanced alternation between verse and 
prose. Other genres are cast in metric verse throughout, and still other genres, such as Yangzhou 
storytelling, are mainly in prose with only occasional poems inserted. Verse does not automati-
cally imply singing or musical accompaniment. In some genres verse passages may be recited, 
not sung, so that the alternation between prose and verse has a different character from that of 
the genres with singing.

The sung genres are often accompanied with musical instruments. The most commonly used 
instruments are lutes, fiddles, drums, clappers, gongs and cymbals. The narrative content 
draws on everlasting historical, religious and spiritual themes, and ranges from classical tales 
about love, betrayal and heroism to ghost stories, gossip, local news, political commentary and 
commercial advertising. 

While the oldest still extant genres may not be traceable beyond the sixteenth century, many 
features of contemporary storytelling and storysinging – for example the continuing predilection 
for percussive or string instruments – can be traced further back in history, to the Tang, Song and 
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barbara bisetto, university of Milano, Bicocca, Italy 
The cultural model of yanyi in Chinese 
narrative and its relation to storytelling

12.00-13.00 h ⁄ lunCh

13.00-13.30 h (SeSSion Continued)

lucie olivová, Palacky university, Czech republic

Chen Shizeng and his album of Peking characters

13.30-14.00 h ⁄ SeSSion 2 perFormanCeS 
Suzhou tanci (story-singing from Suzhou)

gao bowen 高博文 pipa & voice
lu Jinhua 陆锦花 sanxian & voice

1. Xin Mulan ci (新木兰辞) (new Mulan song) 
solo Lu Jinhua

2. Zhen zhuta: Zhuangtai baoxi (珍珠塔.妆台报喜) 
(Pearl attic: announcing the good news  
at the dressing table)

14.00-14.15 h ⁄ Short break

14.15-14.45 h ⁄ perFormanCeS (Cont.): 

yangzhou xianci (story-singing from yangzhou)

Shen zhifeng 沈志凤 sanxian & voice
from San xiao (三笑)(Three Smiles):  
Tang Bo hu dian Qiuxiang (唐伯虎点秋香)  
(Tang Bohu Chooses Qiuxiang for His Bride) 

14.45-15.00 h ⁄ Short break

15.00-15.40 h ⁄ perFormanCeS (Cont.): 

qin & nanyin (southern balladry)

dai Xiaolian 戴晓莲, qin (zither) solo
1. Zuiyu changwan (醉渔唱晚) (drunken 

fisherman’s evening song)
2. Bijian liuquan (碧涧流泉) (On a rock by a flowing  

spring)

Cai yayi 蔡雅艺, pipa / bamboo flute / voice 
nanyin
1. from Sishi jingzhi (四时景之) (four seasons): 

Li qiu (立秋) (autumn begins), solo on 
bamboo flute

5. dai Xiaolian 戴晓莲, qin (zither) solo 
Liu shui (流水) (flowing water) 

6. gao bowen 高博文, voice, with dai Xiaolian, qin  
Qiu si 秋思 (autumnal grief) 

7. Shen zhifeng 沈志凤 voice and sanxian 
yangzhou xianci from Tixiao yinyuan  
(啼笑姻緣) (fate in Tears and Laughter):  
Wu ru shizhang fu (誤入師長府) (Entering  
the General’s Mansion by Mistake)

19.30 h ⁄ Free-time and dinner  

(restaurant of your own choice)

Saturday 18 oCtober

9:00-10:00 h ⁄ SeSSion 4: 
prose storytelling and genres of joking
Chair: Wilt idema

timothy thurston, dept of E.asian Languages  

& Literature, Ohio State university, uSa

Modern Storytelling and telling the story  
of modernity: discursive Creations of the 
Modern in Tibetan Khashags [comic dialogues]

marja kaikkonen, Stockholm university, Sweden

Xiangsheng narrative - To be or not to be

10.00-10.30 h ⁄ tea break

10.30-12.00 h ⁄ SeSSion 5: 
prose storytelling
Chair: regina llamas

Wang huarong 汪花荣, nanjing university, China

Preservation and destruction: recording  
and documenting Yangzhou storytelling

Vibeke børdahl, nordic Institute of asian Studies, univ. 

of Copenhagen, denmark 

a storytellers’ script in the Yangzhou tradition 
of Western Han

ge liangyan 葛良彦, univ. of notre dame, Indiana, uSa

Xi Han and the Oral Tradition of ‘History Telling’

12.00-13.00 h ⁄ lunCh

16.30-20.00 h ⁄ Free-time and dinner  

(restaurant of your own choice)

20.00-21.30 h 

Concert at the auditorium Santa Margherita, 
Venice

Sunday 19 oCtober

9:00-10:00 h ⁄ SeSSion 9: 

balladry and theatre
Chair: nicoletta pesaro

regina llamas, Stanford university, uSa

The Genuine in Southern Theater: from the 
nine Mountain Society to Xu Wei’s (1521-93) 
Notes on Southern Drama.

Stefan kuzay, HanKEn School of Economics,  

Helsinki, finland

Performers of shange Mountain songs  
and actors of Peking Opera: friendly teasing

10:00-10:30 h ⁄ tea break

10:30-12:00 h ⁄ SeSSion 10: 

Folksong and balladry
Chair: Foo yimin 傅一民, Shanghai Conservatory  

of Music

Cai yayi 蔡雅艺, Xiamen university, arts Inst, Quanzhou

an introduction to nanyin vocal performance

anne e. mclaren, Melbourne university, australia

Song cycles of Lake Tai: the textual 
production of the song-cycle of Wu guniang 

Frank kouwenhoven, Chime foundation, Leiden

How music supports memory in the epic 
songs of the Wu area  

12.00-12.10 h ⁄ CloSing oF ConFerenCe:

dai Xiaolian 戴晓莲, qin (zither) solo
Pingsha luo yan (平沙落雁) (Wild geese 
descending on the sandbank)  

12.10-13.15 h ⁄ lunCh and departure

thurSday 16 oCtober 
only For regiStered SpeakerS

16.00–18.00 h ⁄ regiStration at Fondazione Cini,  

iSland oF San giorgio 

(at three minutes by boat from San Marco).

18.00 h ⁄ WelCome Ceremony With:

Giovanni Giuriati, Cini foundation

nicoletta Pesaro, università Ca’foscari, Venice

frank Kouwenhoven, CHIME 
Vibeke Børdahl, nordic Institute of asian Studies

18.15 h

In memoriam antoinet Schimmelpenninck
with Gao Bowen 高博文 and Lu Jinhua 陆锦花

18.30 h ⁄ dinner

eVening: Free

Friday 17 oCtober

9:00-10:00 h ⁄ SeSSion 1:  

ming and Qing storytelling and story-singing
Chair: Vibeke børdahl

rüdiger breuer, Bochum university, Germany

Wu Weiye and his ‘Long-poem on Two masters 
from Chu’ (Chu liang sheng xing)

Wilt idema, Harvard university, Cambridge Mass., uSa

Going abroad in Verse: Hakka and Minnanese 
narrative Ballads on Migration and Emigration  
(guofange 過番歌) of the Late-Imperial and 
Early-republican Periods

10.00-10.30 h ⁄ tea break

10.30-12.00 h (SeSSion Continued)

Chair: Stefan kuzay

Sun Xiaosu 孫曉蘇, Harvard university, Cambridge Mass

Spiritual Sound: recital of The Precious Scroll 
of Incense Mountain in the Greater Suzhou 
area

tan hwee-San 陈慧珊, SOaS London, uK

narrative aspects of baojuan

2. Yaowang qing jun (遥望情君) (Gazing at my 
lover from a distance), voice & pipa 

15.40-16.00 h ⁄ Short break

16.00-17.00 h ⁄ SeSSion 3: 

prosimetrum – genres with alternating  
prose and verse
Chair: marja kaikkonen 

abbi patrix, Maison de la conte, Paris, france

To be a skald or not to be

alison tokita, Tokyo Institue of Technology  

& Kyoto City university of arts, Japan

Prosimetrum in Japan: a crosscultural perspective

17.00-17.20 h ⁄ brieF Video preSentation 

of Stephen Jones’ film Folk Daoist Ritual 
Music of North China (part of a projected 
series of dVds)

17.20-18.00 h ⁄ Free time

18.00-19.30 h ⁄ inFormal eVening  

oF StorySinging and -telling

1. abbi patrix  
‘Journey on the spot’ (Voyages immobiles)

2. Cai yayi 蔡雅艺, pipa / bamboo flute / voice 
nanyin 
1. from Meihua caozhi (梅花操之) (Plum 

blossoms): Linfeng yanxiao (临风妍笑) 
(Smiling in the wind), solo on bamboo flute

2. Shan se (山色) (Colour of the mountain),  
voice & pipa 

3. ma Wei 马伟 yangzhou pinghua 
from Wu shi hui (武十回) (Ten Chapters  
on Wu Song): Wu Song da hu (武松打虎)  
(Wu Song Kills the Tiger)

Short break

4. ren dekun 任德坤, yangzhou pinghua 
from Wu shi hui (武十回) (Ten Chapters  
on Wu Song): Wu Dalang zhao qin 武大郎招親 
(Wu the Elder finds a Wife)

13.00-14.00 h ⁄ SeSSion 6: perFormanCeS

ren dekun 任德坤, yangzhou pinghua 
from Wu shi hui (武十回) (Ten Chapters on Wu 
Song): Wu Song hui jia (武 松回家) (Wu Song 
returns to His Home) (1)

ma Wei 马伟  yangzhou pinghua  
from Wu shi hui (武十回) (Ten Chapters on Wu 
Song): Sha sao ji xiong (殺嫂祭兄) (Killing His 
Sister-in-law and Offering to His Elder Brother)

14.00-14.15 h ⁄ Short break

14.15-14.45 h ⁄ perFormanCeS (Cont.):  

qin music and Suzhou tanci

dai Xiaolian 戴晓莲, qin (zither) solo
Wu ye ti (乌夜啼) (Cawing of crows in the night)

lu Jinhua 陆锦花 sanxian & voice
Daiyu fen gao (黛玉焚稿) (Lin daiyu burns  
her manuscripts)

gao bowen 高博文 pipa & voice
lu Jinhua 陆锦花 sanxian & voice
from Baishizhuan (白蛇传) (The white snake):  
Chang zhongqiu (赏中秋)

14.45-15.15 h ⁄ SeSSion 7: 

Workshop 

Cai yayi 蔡雅艺, pipa / bamboo flute / voice
Workshop on nanyin

15.15-15.30 h ⁄ Short break

15.30-16.30 h ⁄ SeSSion 8: 

prosimetrum - genres with alternating  
prose and verse (continued)
Chair: anne mclaren

iguchi Junko 井口淳子, Osaka College of Music, Japan

Writers of Chinese rural narrative art:  
How Laoting dagu (乐亭大鼓) texts are written

Shi yingyun 施吟云, university of durham, uK

Invisible Story House: Transmission of Suzhou 
Pingtan via Broadcasting

Yuan dynasties, and even earlier. Some traditions may borrow a part of their narrative content 
from literary sources from this period (the 10th to the 14th centuries). Other genres are much 
more recent, or rely so much on oral transmission that it would be impossible to determine their 
actual age. There is a veritable cornucopia of performing styles and types, with intriguing names 
like ‘Talking bamboo’, ‘Clapper gossip’ and more. 

The artists are equally varied in kind. Some have learned the tricks in the trade from their par-
ents: storysingers frequently pass on the profession from father to son, or mother to daughter, 
and earn their living as itinerant artists at temple fairs and street markets and temple feasts or 
as employees of teahouses and theatres. Some have built up reputations as master performers 
and may occasionally be heard on radio and television or found on the internet. Traditionally, 
many performers were united in local guilds which supervised their professional and business 
interests.

The public interest for narrative performance in China is still considerable. It has decreased 
under the influence of television, cinema and modern media, which offer faster, more spectac-
ular forms of entertainment, but storysinging and telling have found their own niche in these 
media, notably as a realm of public competitions. Cities and rural areas have suffered in equal 
measure from the decline of narrative traditions, but some local celebrities still trigger a good 
deal of excitement and considerable audiences when they perform. Party officials sometimes 
hire storytellers or storysingers to liven up their political meetings, and performers may be asked 
to adapt their repertoire to meet special (political, social, religious) occasions. 

Because of the language barrier, opportunities to hear tellers of Chinese tales in Europe are 
rare and few, but with the help of brief spoken introductions and carefully produced programme 
notes they may still create a considerable impact. Even if Western listeners are not able to follow 
performances word by word, they can often still capture the spirit, the wonderful expressiveness 
and the remarkable energy of the artists.


